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Burning is a Pattern 
  
of hands to skin, a cross 
stitch of crossing 
paths.  Lingering evidence 
of flesh against flesh.  Friction 
glows like moonlight in empty 
sky.  The echo is haunting and hungry 
for blood.  Listen to its lack 
of breathing.  Silence 
is always loudest just before lightning 
strikes. 
  
 
 
  



In the Waves of Indifference 
  
shorelines dissolve into surrealistic concepts, 
more insurmountable mountains than instruments 
of measurable direction.   White sandy beaches, 
bobbing like buoys, designations of safety perimeters 
long crossed.  Somewhere below deck, a broken clock 
ticks backwards from nothing and the journey begins 
to point out its own holes, stare in wondrous awe 
at its own sinking.  A red flag, 
once waving in warning  has now become slow 
signal of drowning.  Sadly, no one can tell 
the difference from any distance. 
 
 
 
  



Blood in the Water 
  
and the fins will be here soon.  Circling, 
my mind begins to confuse the moon and the shadows 
sweeping beneath my feet.  I am not part of this 
world.  Tresspasser. 
I hear the whispers rising like waves, 
feel the silent threat of teeth 
I cannot see. 
I hold my breath, and pray for swift severing 
of femoral artery. 
The only mercy left is quick 
death, consumption in single 
bite. 
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